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QUESTION 1

Sam works as an analyst in an organization named InfoTech Security. He was asked to collect information from various
threat intelligence sources. In meeting the deadline, he forgot to verify the threat intelligence sources and used data
from an open-source data provider, who offered it at a very low cost. Through it was beneficial at the initial stage but
relying on such data providers can produce unreliable data and noise putting the organization network into risk. 

What mistake Sam did that led to this situation? 

A. Sam used unreliable intelligence sources. 

B. Sam used data without context. 

C. Sam did not use the proper standardization formats for representing threat data. 

D. Sam did not use the proper technology to use or consume the information. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Kathy wants to ensure that she shares threat intelligence containing sensitive information with the appropriate audience.
Hence, she used traffic light protocol (TLP). Which TLP color would you signify that information should be shared only
within a particular community? 

A. Red 

B. White 

C. Green 

D. Amber 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

SecurityTech Inc. is developing a TI plan where it can drive more advantages in less funds. In the process of selecting a
TI platform, it wants to incorporate a feature that ranks elements such as intelligence sources, threat actors, attacks,
and digital assets of the organization, so that it can put in more funds toward the resources which are critical for the
organization\\'s security. 

Which of the following key features should SecurityTech Inc. consider in their TI plan for selecting the TI platform? 

A. Search 

B. Open 

C. Workflow 

D. Scoring 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A threat analyst obtains an intelligence related to a threat, where the data is sent in the form of a connection request
from a remote host to the server. From this data, he obtains only the IP address of the source and destination but no
contextual information. While processing this data, he obtains contextual information stating that multiple connection
requests from different geo-locations are received by the server within a short time span, and as a result, the server is
stressed and gradually its performance has reduced. He further performed analysis on the information based on the
past and present experience and concludes the attack experienced by the client organization. 

Which of the following attacks is performed on the client organization? 

A. DHCP attacks 

B. MAC spoofing attack 

C. Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack 

D. Bandwidth attack 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Tracy works as a CISO in a large multinational company. She consumes threat intelligence to understand the changing
trends of cyber security. She requires intelligence to understand the current business trends and make appropriate
decisions regarding new technologies, security budget, improvement of processes, and staff. The intelligence helps her
in minimizing business risks and protecting the new technology and business initiatives. 

Identify the type of threat intelligence consumer is Tracy. 

A. Tactical users 

B. Strategic users 

C. Operational users 

D. Technical users 

Correct Answer: B 
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